Tiny Gift Bag

Put a gift card or a small item in this cute little bag!

Difficulty: Easy
Number of Squares: 2
Finished Size: 3-5/8" w x 2-3/4" h
Loom: Zoom Loom, 6" weaving needle
Notions: Matching sewing thread, sewing needle, 5 - 7mm beads, beading needle, small crochet hook.

Designed and woven by Gail Matthews
Weaving: Wind three layers with Nature Spun. When you are ready to weave the last layer, measure 2 yards of DMC Light Effects and thread it in the needle with the Nature Spun. Weave with the two strands together. Repeat for the second square.

Finishing: Wash in hot water, alternating with cold, with a small amount of dish soap to full slightly. After washing, the squares should measure 3-5/8”. The Light Effects thread will not shrink, leaving sparkly loops on two sides. Press out excess water and lay flat to dry.

Assembly: Place the squares together, matching the corners. Orient the squares with the loops at the top and bottom. Fold one looped edge down 3/4” on each square for flap. Using sewing thread to reduce bulk, sew the sides of the bag together. Tack down the flap in a couple of places [1].

Add beads using beading needle and sewing thread, or add other embellishments as desired [2]. We spaced our beads every 4th thread.

With a 24” length of Nature Spun and Light Effects held together, crochet a chain about 7” long. Sew the crocheted chain on the inside of the bag to form the bag handle/ornament hanger.